
of humorous and-if we dare to admit it-informative responses to the debates 

over appropriate use of who/ whom, that/ which, can/ may, less/ fewer, and 

what Baron calls "commatose," the overuse of commas. Another chapter, "The 

Language Police," includes a test over lazy speech that offers the following 

question: "If Garrison Keillor said 'Yup, you betcha' on the streets of Lake 

Wobegon, would you have him arrested? If you answered 'Yup, you betcha,' to 

that, you can spend the rest of the afternoon in the principal's office. Or you 

may" (51 ). And in "Politically Correct Language," Baron suggests "First Person" 

as a neutral title for the President's spouse. If a future President is unmarried? 

Then "she (or he) will be the First Person, Singular" ( 111 ). Of course! 

In addition to the light-hearted approach to the English language and all 

of its English teachers / munitions experts, this book would not only be useful as 

a diversion from our daily teaching duties, but also as a source of thought

provoking discussions about the state of our profession as Baron perceives it. 

How can we be so adamant about student plagiarism when "one Western 

university admitted lifting the plagiarism section of their freshman writing 

handbook entirely from materials written at another university in a neighboring 

state"? (83 ). Or are we sincere in devoting our energies to creating culturally 

diverse classrooms when "even as we celebrate cultural diversity in American 

society and American literature, we fear and reject diversity in the American 

language, where correctness and standardization ... remain the academic goals"? 

(62). Baron's commentaries could also generate classroom activities and discus

sion that could provide students with some of the social and linguistic history of 

our language as well with an inkling that language study can be fun, especially 

with the Guide to Home Language Repair as a reference text. 

Baron reminds his readers, "by the way, although it's a guide to home 

language repair, this book is suitable for apartment dwellers as well" (2). And 

yes, there will be a test. 
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Heavy Hitters 

by 
Mark T elloyan 

Rev. of Conversations on Writing Fiction: Interviews with 13 Distinguished 

Teachers of Fiction Writing in America, edited by Alexander Neubauer. 

New York: Harper Perennial, 1994. 236 pages. Paper. $12.00. 

When I was a kid, one of my favorite books was Baseball Stars of 1974. 
This slim paperback gave me personal information, technique tips, insider 

gossip, and full-page black and white photos of Pete Rose, Dave Parker, and Rod 

Carew. 

Twenty years later as a college comp and creative writing teacher, I'm 

reading Conversations on Writing Fiction. This slim paperback features per

sonal info, technique tips, insider gossip, and yes, full-page black and white 

photos. 

The teaching / writing superstars are Madison Smartt Bell, of Goucher 

College and Johns Hopkins, T. Coraghessan Boyle of USC, Rosellen Brown of 

the University of Houston, Nicholas Delbanco of the University of Michigan, R. 

H. W. Dillard of Hollins College in Virginia, Stanley Elkin of Washington 

University in St. Louis, George Garrett of the University of Virginia, Clarence 

Major of UC-Davis, Eve Shelnutt of Ohio University, Jane Smiley of Iowa State, 

Gordon Lish of New York City, and Gail Goodwin and John Irving, both 

formerly at the University of Iowa. 

In addition to their teaching responsibilities, all of these teacher/ writers 

are much-decorated book heroes. A typical example is Madison Smartt Bell, 

who at age 37 has crafted seven novels, two shore fiction collections, and two 

screenplays and who has won a chestful of medals to prove the worth of his 

efforts. 

The central controlling intelligence of Conversations is the interviewer 
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and editor Alexander Neubauer. Himself an author and creative writing teacher 

from The New School for Social Research in New York City, Neubauer consis

tently shows forethought and familiarity with each teacher/ writer's works, 

styles, and teaching dilemmas. For example, he asks John Irving, "As a teacher, 

at Iowa and elsewhere, you must have had students influenced by, even trying to 

imitate your style of writing. One teacher has said that, in the early eighties 

following the success of The World According to Garp and Hotel New Hamp

shire, many students of his were producing stories with bears and dogs. Is this 

necessarily a problem. Is imitation an allowable, even desirable, step toward the 

writer's own way of seeing? How far as a teacher would you let it go?" 

Major issues in Conversations include writing philosophy, teaching 

style, and the success of the workshop format. Minor issues such as how to 

handle talentless wannabees, John Gardner's guruship, and tales of the Iowa 

Writer's Workshop, get less ink, but these engage the reader just the same. 

Neubauer includes plenty of writers' gossip and opinionated conversation. 

The teaching/ writing heavy hitters interviewed by Neubauer work 

primarily with graduate students. Several, though, comment on teaching 

undergraduate writers: 

Madison Smartt Bell says, "Sometimes undergraduate workshops 

are more inert, so I tell more stories myself, maybe, and there's 

more whip cracking. I have some drills, not drills for actually 

writing their own things but writing exercises to do on each 

other's work to make them think about it harder" (5 ). 

Rosellen Brown says, "The main thing undergraduates have to 

learn is how to read. Often they're not sophisticated readers" 

(55). 

Stanley Elkin says, "I really don't like teaching undergraduates 

writing, because these kids are too young; they don't know 

themselves. They may be well read-and those that ill are 

better writers-but they haven't been around the block" ( 102). 
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I wouldn't call Conversarjons a must-red for writing profs, but certainly 

it's a worthwhile read. In an epigraph, Neubauer quotes Richard Hugo's Trigger

ing Town: "A creative-writing class may be one of the last places you can go 

where your life still matters." Conversations on Writing Fiction helps me feel 

my vocation still matters, even if I'm not yet a teaching/ writing superstar. 
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